Oxygen-Embedded Quinoidal Acene Based Semiconducting Chromophore Nanoprobe for Amplified Photoacoustic Imaging and Photothermal Therapy.
Photoacoustic (PA) imaging as a noninvasive biomedical imaging technology exhibits high spatial resolution and deep tissue penetration for in vivo imaging. In order to fully explore the potential of PA imaging in biomedical applications, new contrast agents with improved PA stability and efficiency are in high demand. Herein, we present a new PA agent based on an oxygen-embedded quinoidal nonacene chromophore that is self-assembled into nanoparticles (Nano(O-Nonacene)-PEG), assisted by polyethylene glycol (PEG). Notably, the photothermal conversion efficiency of Nano(O-Nonacene)-PEG is 1.5 fold that of semiconducting polymer nanoparticles (Nano(PCPDTBT)-PEG) and 2.8 fold that of Au nanorods, owing to the low quantum yield of Nano(O-Nonacene)-PEG. Thereby, Nano(O-Nonacene)-PEG possess a greatly elevated PA signal intensity, compared to Nano(PCPDTBT)-PEG and Au nanorods, which have been widely explored for PA imaging. Due to the high resistance to photo bleaching, Nano(O-Nonacene)-PEG exhibits higher PA signal stability, which may be employed for long-term PA imaging. Moreover, when magnetic Zn0.4Fe2.6O4 nanoparticles are incorporated into Nano(O-Nonacene)-PEG, not only are magnetic resonance signals generated but also the photoacoustic efficacy is greatly enhanced. Therefore, Nano(O-Nonacene)-PEG offers distinct properties: (i) the elevated photoacoustic effect allows for high-resolution photoacoustic imaging, (ii) small size (10 nm in diameter) results in efficient tumor-targeting, and (iii) the facile application of efficient photothermal therapy in vivo. The current work offers the possibility of oxygen-embedded quinoidal acene as a promising PA probe for precision phototheranostics.